“Last night myself and three friends went to see Capture the Magic show at the City Hall in Sheffield UK. We just wanted you to know what a wonderful performance this was. The dancers, costumes and routines were spectacular and we could not praise them highly enough. I’m sure that there is no show on Broadway or in London’s West End [that] would have dancers as good as them.”

Janet Carl, Sheffield, England

“Just wanted to say THANK YOU for a marvelous performance last night at the Mermaid Theatre, London. I really loved the show; the costumes were great (and some just downright gorgeous); the dancing was enjoyable and the whole show was breath taking either in its simplicity or [in its] stunning artistic impression.”

Susan George, London, England

“[We] would like to thank you for a wonderful evening's entertainment by the most talented troupe of ballroom dancers we've ever seen - they were magnificent.”

Kate Losowsky, London, England

“The choreography spans such a wide variety of genres and emotions. The whole evening had me itching to spring to my feet and do whatever moves I could do—the energy was just contagious. It was all so incredibly clever!”

Cathy Lim, California

“It was a joy watching them from the audience. These American dancers are so professional and involved in their dancing. They bring such nuance to ballroom and also popular dance moves. As someone in the field, I find this most enjoyable and respectable.”

Chi Anh, Vietnam Dance Sport Champion, Vietnam

“As president of the St. Petersburg Humanities University, I have traveled around the world—to London, Tokyo, Paris—and have never seen a production of your high artistic standard and spirit. You are welcome again and again.”

Dr. Alex S.Zapesotski, Russia

“Many people said that they also liked how family-oriented the program was—both in its family-friendly content and in the makeup of the audience…People talked and raved about the performance for days—and weeks—afterwards.”

Carol Christensen, Topeka, Kansas

“I just wanted to thank the BYU Ballroom Dance Company for coming to L’viv. It was truly an amazing event, and without question it was the finest show that has ever come to L’viv… The bar has truly been raised as far as entertainment is concerned.”

David Gleason, L’viv, Ukraine
“I was just overwhelmed by the dancers and haven’t stopped thinking about the show. The atmosphere was electric and the audience went wild with cheers and standing ovations. The content of the program had to be seen to be believed. The skill and talent of every dancer was just a joy to behold and the costumes and slickness of the show could not be faulted.”

Carol Machado, Herts, England

“The BYU Ballroom Dancers were terrific and a phenomenal success! I’ve received many compliments and ecstatic accolades from audience members about the quality of the performance, the artistry and sound level.”

Gail Bunker, Dixie State College of Utah Concert Manager

“Your graceful presentation was a thing of beauty that will not be forgotten by those of us who were privileged to witness the artistry of some of the best amateur ballroom dancers in the world.”

Richard S. Fox, Director of Hill Cumorah Visitors Center and Historic Sites